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Abstract: Xi Jinping’s Socialism thought with Chinese Characteristics in new era is the ideological
guide, theoretical guidance and practical path for China's socialist construction and rejuvenation of
the Chinese nation under new situation. Thus, integrating it into the reconstruction of the curriculum
system, teaching material system and teaching system will contribute to the cultivation of builders
and successors of socialism with family and country feelings in the new ear. Specifically, the
present study firstly analyzed the scientific connotation, theoretical attributes, and significance of Xi
Jinping’s New Era of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics. And then, we proposed the general
ideas and specific approaches including education generation point, teaching material reform,
teaching method reform, and teacher reform.
1. Introduction
The 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China (CPC) put forward Xi Jinping’s
Socialism thought with Chinese Characteristics in new era, and scientifically summarized and
accurately positioned the thought from the aspects of historical development, character of the times,
subject ownership, content system and guiding value, thereby revealing its ideological content and
practical strategy. The framework provides ideological and theoretical guidance, and practical path
for the construction of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era and the great
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Research on and explore how to implement the novel thought in
the field of higher education, especially from the perspective of the reform of "three education"
(teachers, teaching materials, and teaching methods) to analyze how to effectively advance the
modifications of existing teaching materials, and be effectively transferred to the audience. This
explanation will contribute to scientifically grasping the law of higher education, deepening the
scientific cognition and value judgment of higher education, and speeding up the cultivation of
builders and successors of socialism construction with patriotism in the new era.
2. Meta analysis of the Xi Jinping’s socialism thought with chinese charateristics
2.1. Formation
Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, the party has focused on the
following two major issues: what kind of socialism with Chinese characteristics to adhere to and
develop in the new era? How to adhere to and develop socialism with Chinese characteristics?
Following the guidance of Marxism Leninism, Mao Zedong thought, and Deng Xiaoping theory,
and combining with the conditions and practical requirements in the new era, the communist party
of China deepens the understanding of the "Three Laws" (Law of unity of opposites, law of cultural
change of quality, law of negation of negation) with a new vision [1]. Finally, the Xi Jinping’s
Socialism thought with Chinese Characteristics is proposed. The historic changes in Chinese society
have laid a solid practical foundation and provided sufficient practical support for the formation of
the novel thought.
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2.2. Scientific Connotation
The report of the 19th Congress of the Communist Party of China defines and expounds the
scientific connotation of Xi Jinping’s socialist thought with Chinese Characteristics using "eight
clarifications" and "Fourteen insistences". Amongst, the eight clarifications systematically
summarize what kind of socialism with Chinese characteristics should be adhered to and developed
in the new era, and the Fourteen adherence elaborate the basic strategy of adhering to and
developing socialism with Chinese characteristics from the following three aspects: overall
requirements, specific requirements and guarantee conditions [1]. The Propaganda Department of the
CPC Central Committee organized the preparation and publication of the “30 lecture on Xi
Jinping’s Socialism thought with Chinese Characteristics” and “learning outline of Xi Jinping’s
Socialism thought with Chinese Characteristics”. These wo books have refined the essence of the
novel thought and become excellent models for studying, publicizing, and implementing the
thought in the new era.
2.3. Theoretical Attributes
This thought is the product of the organic combination of the basic principles of Marxism and
the practice of China's reform and development. It is the latest achievement of the Sinicization of
Marxism. At the same time, on the basis of inheriting the excellent theory and spiritual quality of
Marxism, the thought innovates and creates in combination with the problems of the times and the
new situation, new progress, new achievements and new experience of the construction of socialism
with Chinese characteristics, so as to put forward a series of new ideas, new ideas, new viewpoints
and new strategies for development in line with the characteristics of the times and focusing on
reality and the future, which shows the organic integration of science and revolution, inheritance
and creativity. Additionally, the new thought takes root in China's development and systematically
answers the questions of what kind of socialism with Chinese characteristics to adhere to and
develop in the new era and how to adhere to and develop socialism with Chinese characteristics
from the perspective of the combination of theory and practice. It is both systematic and targeted,
highlighting the revolutionary experience of integrating theory with practice [2].
2.4. Significance
The report of the 19th Congress of the CPS clearly states that the novel thought is an important
part of the theoretical system of socialism with Chinese characteristics and a guide to action for the
whole Party and the people of the whole country to strive for the great rejuvenation of the Chinese
nation. Thus, it must be adhered to and developed over a long period of time. Under the guidance of
the new thought, the Communist Party of China leads the people of all ethnic groups throughout the
country in carrying out great struggles, great projects, great undertakings, and great dreams, thus
pushing socialism with Chinese characteristics into a new era [3]. For China's own reform,
development, and great rejuvenation, the novel thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics
has not only political orientation and theoretical pioneering significance, but also practical guiding
significance. For the reform, innovation and peaceful development of all countries in the world, the
thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era not only provides a useful reference
for the governance and construction of political parties around the world and expands new ways for
developing countries to move towards modernization, but also depicts a new blueprint for peace and
prosperity in the world and opens up a new realm of socialist development in the world, thus
injecting strong positive energy into the progress of human civilization.
3. General ideas of Xi Jinping’s socialism thought with chinese characteristics
In order to promote the novel thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics into teaching
materials and classrooms, and delivery it into the audience’s minds, we should adhere to the
following principles: gathering core and keeping integrity, and building morality and cultivating
people, learning, and understanding the connotation of the novel thought. Combined with the
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positioning and characteristics of talent training in colleges and universities, and after full
investigation, analysis, and research, we should find out the educational genematerials, teaching and
teachers, and build the curriculum (ideological and political) teaching material system and teaching
system (see figure 1). In this way, we can gradually build a talent training system with strong
ideological guidance, temperature in education and teaching, and effectiveness in building morality
and cultivating people, contributing to accelerating the training of builders and successors of
socialism with family and national feelings in the new era, and finally achieving the goal of
educating people for the party and the country.
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Figure 1: General ideas
4. Approaches of introducing Xi Jinping’s socialism thought with chinese characteristics into
university education
4.1. Find The Education Generation Point
Ration point of socialism with Chinese characteristics and talent training, reconstruct the
curriculum system, implement the reform of teaching.
The integration of the novel thought and the cultivation of professional talents is a natural fusion
like salt dissolving in water, rather than a mechanical and rigid integration. Therefore, we cannot
integrate simply for the sake. Colleges and universities should do a good job in the top-level design,
return to the true nature of education, and focus on the values of focusing on integrity, morality and
cultivating people. Universities should combine their own professional talent training orientation
and characteristics, focus on the construction of curriculum ideological and political demonstration
curriculum, deeply explore the educational generation point of socialist thought with Chinese
characteristics and professional talent training in the new era, reconstruct the professional
curriculum system, formulate new professional curriculum standards organically integrating the
ideological elements of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era, and draw the map of
curriculum ideological and political knowledge, thus preparing for the construction of the new
textbook system.
4.2. Conduct Reform of the Textbooks
Firstly, we should implement the "textbooks guide to the introduction of Xi Jinping’s Socialism
thought with Chinese Characteristics into curriculum and teaching materials", and take the new
professional curriculum standards and curriculum ideological and political knowledge map
integrated with new ideological elements as the basic direction and basis of teaching material
reform. Guided by the systematic development of teaching and learning resources, we should focus
on the development of online and offline resource banks, constantly enrich, and expand resources,
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and reserve teaching and learning resources [4]. Secondly, based on fully mastering, studying, and
internalizing resources, we should make full use of loose leaf, work manual and other forms as well
as modern information technology means to explore and build a new curriculum ideological and
political teaching material system of loose leaf, work manual and media integration, so as to realize
the integration of the novel thought into teaching materials, and promote the new thought as an
organic component of the teaching content.
4.3. Implement the Reform of Teaching Methods
Entering the classroom is not only a bridge and link for the transformation of new ideas from the
content elements of teaching materials to the beliefs in students' minds, but also a key link in the
implementation of curriculum thought and politics. We need to make good use of the main channel
of classroom teaching, make full use of the new generation of information technologies such as big
data, artificial intelligence, cloud computing and blockchain, focus on the growth of students,
explore new teaching modes such as online and offline hybrid teaching, project and task integration
teaching and theory virtual reality integration teaching, and optimize the design of classroom
teaching links such as lesson preparation, class and homework, thus finding the coordinate system
of classroom teaching [5]. Comprehensively use a variety of teaching means and methods to enhance
the attractiveness, generation, and penetration of classroom teaching, promote the effective
transformation of teaching material system to teaching system and teaching system to knowledge
and ability system, implement the socialist thought with Chinese characteristics in the classroom,
and create conditions for the new ideas to be accepted and absorbed by the audience.
4.4. Carrying out the Reform of Teaching Staff
The key to establishing morality, cultivating people, casting soul, and educating people lies in
teachers. Whether college teachers have the cognition, consciousness, and ability to implement,
publicize and carry forward the thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era
determines whether the thought can sow the seeds of ideals and beliefs for students' hearts in
classroom teaching and guide students to buckle the first button of life. Therefore, strengthening
teachers' learning and internalization of new ideas and transforming them into educational and
teaching contents, so as to make teachers become learners, practitioners, propagandists and
promoters of new ideas, which will help students truly understand the theoretical connotation and
practical value of the thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era, master its
scientific positions, viewpoints and methods, and realize ideological arming, Internalized into ideals
and beliefs, externalized into conscious action, and grew into a leader in consciously practicing the
thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era.
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